
KEY SELLING POINTS FEATURES

SmartDrive™ 
Technology 

A set of mechanical and electronic parts including a Direct Drive Motor, Floating Bowl and Motor 
Controller, form a mechanically simple washer that can sense and respond to each and every clothes  
load. Providing better clothes care and reliability with no belts, pulleys, gearboxes, clutches or brakes.

SmartTouch™  
Control Dial 

The SmartTouch™ control dial is the interface to the SmartDrive™ technology, delivering an expert  
wash every time through 12 pre-programmed cycles: Towels, Regular, Heavy, Delicate, Sheets, Easy  
Iron, Bulky, Allergy, Whites, Basket Clean, Rinse and Spin. The options, Soak, Bleach, Softener, Quick  
and Wash Boost, allow you take control when you want.

Soft Close Glass Lid The soft close glass lid consists of extremely strong toughened glass, set in an ABS molded base for  
extra strength. Fisher & Paykel believe this is the toughest lid on the market, delivering uncompromising 
quality and durability. Opening and closing is counterbalanced to deliver better ergonomics and hands  
free operation.

Eco-Active™ wash Eco-Active™ wash boosts soil removal while saving energy. Its unique pumping technology re-circulates 
water and detergent through the clothes in a cascade like pattern. This rapidly removes stains and dirt  
and is proven to be more effective at killing bacteria.

Quiet Operation Designed for quietness with pressed forms on the cabinet, polypropylene insulating base and sound 
deadening pads. Less than 50dBA sound during the wash and 64dBA when spinning at 1100rpm,  
allowing you to wash day or night without disturbing those around you.

1100 RPM Spin With a maximum spin speed of 1100 RPM spin, a substantial 386 g-force, these washers remove more  
water from your clothes so they take far less time to dry.

Eco-friendly The AquaSmart™ washer has excellent water and energy saving credentials qualifying for Energy Star  
and Tier 3 of the CEE Super Efficient Home Appliance Initiative.

Product Specifications

Model no. WL4227P1

SKU no. 96207

UPC no. 822843962075

Finish White

Capacity 22lb

Dimensions

Height 42-43in

Height (lid open) 57in

Width 27in

Depth 28in

AquaSmart™ Top Loading Washer

fisherpaykel.com
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2 YEAR 
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WARRANTY*



Product Specifications

Model no. WL4227J1

SKU no. 96208

UPC no. 822843962082

Finish White

Capacity 22lb

Dimensions

Height 42-43in

Height (lid open) 57in

Width 27in

Depth 28in

AquaSmart™ Top Loading Washer

KEY SELLING POINTS FEATURES

SmartDrive™ 
Technology 

A set of mechanical and electronic parts including a Direct Drive Motor, Floating Bowl and Motor 
Controller, form a mechanically simple washer that can sense and respond to each and every clothes  
load. Providing better clothes care and reliability with no belts, pulleys, gearboxes, clutches or brakes.

SmartTouch™  
Control Dial 

The SmartTouch™ control dial is the interface to the SmartDrive™ technology, delivering an expert  
wash every time through eight pre-programmed cycles: Regular, Heavy, Delicate, Sheets, Easy  
Iron, Bulky, Basket Clean, and Rinse & Spin. 

Soft Close Steel Lid The soft close steel lid is made of powder-coated steel that won’t chip and is resistant to chemical corrosion. 
Fisher & Paykel believe this is one of the toughest lid on the market, delivering uncompromising quality and 
durability. Opening and closing is counterbalanced to deliver better ergonomics and hands free operation.

Quiet Operation Designed for quietness with pressed forms on the cabinet, polypropylene insulating base and sound 
deadening pads. Less than 50dBA sound during the wash and 64dBA when spinning at 1100rpm,  
allowing you to wash day or night without disturbing those around you.

1100 RPM Spin With a maximum spin speed of 1100 RPM spin, a substantial 386 g-force, these washers remove more  
water from your clothes so they take far less time to dry.

Eco-friendly The AquaSmart™ washer has excellent water and energy saving credentials qualifying for Energy Star  
and Tier 3 of the CEE Super Efficient Home Appliance Initiative.
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KEY SELLING POINTS FEATURES

The Perfect Pair The AeroCare dryer is AquaSmart’s™ perfect match − functionally, ergonomically and visually. It is 
designed to sit identically alongside the AquaSmart™ washer, offering a sense of design and organisation 
to your laundry. 

SmartTouch™  
Control Dial

Delivering the ultimate laundry experience using a quality stainless steel dial that is both robust and precise, 
the SmartTouch™ control dial requires just fingertip control. As you turn it the icons illuminate to show you 
exactly what you have selected. All printing is molded into the fascia so it will never wear off. 

Multiple Pre-
Programmed Dry Cycles  

AeroCare has a range of cycles including Regular, Heavy, Delicate, Energy Saver, Easy Iron, Bulky, Allergy,  
Time Dry, Rack Dry, Air Dry, AeroSteam and AeroSteam Plus. Options including Wrinkle Free and Damp  
Dry signal deliver addition clothes care benefits.

Large Capacity With a huge 7 cu ft capacity, this dryer has the room to dry huge loads without wrinkling.

Reverse Tumbling Clothes tumble clockwise then counter clockwise, to prevent items tangling and roping. This ensures  
even drying, prevents hot and damp spots and results in less wrinkling.

Dryness Sensing Four heat settings and four drying temperatures ensure optimum clothes care. The heat is turned down  
as the load becomes dry preventing shrinkage and damage. The dryer automatically turns off when it  
senses the right level of dryness has been reached.

Steam Cycles Two refreshing steam cycles de-wrinkle and freshen garments without excessive power use. Perfect when 
you want to remove unpleasant smells from garments but you don’t want to wash them, or you want to 
freshen them after prolonged storage.

Durable Work Surface The work surface is made of toughened glass on top of an injected molded base, making it our most 
chemical resistant lid.

Easy Loading Large door opening and powerful interior light makes loading and unloading easy. The door has been 
designed to be reversible to suit the laundry space.

AeroCare Dryer
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Product Specifications

Model no. DE7027P1 DG7027P1

SKU no. 96201 96204

UPC no. 822843962013 822843962044

Finish White White

Capacity 7 cu ft 7 cu ft

Dimensions

Height 42-43in 42-43in

Width 27in 27in

Depth 29½in 29½in

Depth (door open) 52½in 52½in



KEY SELLING POINTS FEATURES

The Perfect Pair The AeroCare dryer is AquaSmart’s™ perfect match − functionally, ergonomically and visually. It is 
designed to sit identically alongside the AquaSmart™ washer, offering a sense of design and organisation 
to your laundry. 

SmartTouch™  
Control Dial

Delivering the ultimate laundry experience using a quality stainless steel dial that is both robust and precise, 
the SmartTouch™ control dial requires just fingertip control. As you turn it the icons illuminate to show you 
exactly what you have selected. All printing is molded into the fascia so it will never wear off. 

Multiple Pre-
Programmed Dry Cycles  

AeroCare has a range of pre-programmed cycles to ensure all loads are dried in the most efficient manner, 
depending on their size and fabric. These cycles include Regular, Heavy, Delicate, Bulky, Allergy, Air Dry,  
Rack Dry, Time Dry. These options deliver optimum clothes care for all types of garments.

Large Capacity With a huge 7 cu ft capacity, this dryer has the room to dry huge loads without wrinkling.

Dryness Sensing Three heat settings and three drying temperatures ensure optimum clothes care. The heat is turned down  
as the load becomes dry preventing shrinkage and damage. The dryer automatically turns off when it  
senses the right level of dryness has been reached.

Durable Work Surface The powder coated steel top provides a durable and chemical resistant work bench.

AeroCare Dryer

fisherpaykel.com

Product Specifications

Model no. DE7027J1 DG7027J1

SKU no. 96202 96205

UPC no. 822843962020 822843962051

Finish White White

Capacity 7 cu ft 7 cu ft

Dimensions

Height 42-43in 42-43in

Width 27in 27in

Depth 29½in 29½in

Depth (door open) 52½in 52½in
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